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I think a lot about my motivations for decisions and choices, in life and in art. Are they all 
really based on my gut feelings and emotions? Coming from some woo-woo place? If 
asked the preferred way to describe my work, I would say it is “Dear Diary” work. I use 
the term “Dear Diary” in a mostly sincere way. For me, “Dear Diary” conjures up angsty 
secrets and heartbreaks, hard friendships and Angry Parents. “Dear Diary” is not given 
value, is not given a voice. It is put down on paper to be put away.
Perhaps in garbage bags stored under her bed. Because “Dear Diary” is a private 
experience and just TOO sincere, it’s not to be shared until much later and then shared 
as a joke.
But, I love “Dear Diary;” the private act of inscribing emotion and story onto a disposable 
piece of paper. Transient content living on transient material. Does this fact necessarily 
have to reveal something about my sense of self-worth. So what if my emotions 
and thoughts feel the most confident and loudest on scrap paper and other forms of 
ephemera, materials that aren’t valued in our capitalist society?
In her 1968 essay “On Keeping a Notebook”, Joan Didion attempts to describe her 
impulses and results of keeping her personal notebook: 
 1. Joan Didion, On Keeping A Notebook, essay from Slouching Towards Bethlehem, pub. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 
1968
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“How it felt to me: that is getting closer to the truth about a notebook… I imagine, in 
other words, that the notebook is about other people. But of course it is not. I have 
no real business with what one stranger said to another at the hatcheck counter in 
Pavillon... My stake is always, of course, in the unmentioned girl in the plaid silk dress.  
Remember what it was to be me: that is always the point.1”
Didion describes her notebook as a sort of vessel and channel for her emotional 
memories — even if partially fiction — to become a sort of truth, for there to be no 
differentiation between “what happened and what might have happened”  
Mixed-Race Musings From An Invisible Mixie 
I am still trying to figure out how to articulate my experience of relying on external 
means to validate an identity. My own experience of having my identity accurately 
“seen” and reflected back to me has shifted during my life. And yet to be fully “read” 
almost always involves a “self-outing;” an explanation of myself as queer, rather than 
straight, and as a mixed-race Japanese person who passes for white.
When I am not with my family, passing for white has allowed me to go through the 
world with an experience of white privilege. This experience that takes place outside of 
my family home has led to a complicated relationship with my interracial background 
and whether I’m entitled or even able to relate to my own heritage. My father was 
intentionally not given a Japanese first name or family name, Mihara, so he could not 
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be racialized on paper. He has spoken many times of showing up for job interviews in 
the 1970’s, 80’s, and 90’s and the interviewer’s visible reaction and commentary at the 
surprise of his non-white face. The family name, in turn, was kept from me and my sister 
as a way to protect us from racism. My grandparents’ choice for my father inadvertently 
created islands of me and my sister, separated from our family name and the place it 
comes from.
For almost fifteen years I have been trying to decide if Now is the right time to 
incorporate the name Mihara into my own, and that actually no, Now’s not the right time 
and that some other day I will feel Japanese enough for it.
Adrian Piper is a mixed-race black woman who makes work about the experience of 
being read as white and the anxiety, frustration and anger around having to constantly 
Adrian Piper, My (Calling Card) #1, 1986 
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out herself when dealing with indirect racist remarks. She created My Calling (Card) in 
multiples to carry around and distribute to people at social gatherings. Piper’s humorous 
and confrontational approach in this project has been a source of rebellious mixie pride 
for me.
The various members of my family — from the white-passing, to those living in Japan, 
and some mixed-race kin whose citizenship and first language is Japanese — speak 
very differently about our identities and backgrounds based how we are reflected back by 
society. The definition of mixed-race remains a shifting, moving target for me, a desire for 
a resolution of self.
Sara Ahmed writes of the experience of living in a mixed-race body in Queer 
Phenomenology, Orientations, Objects, Others (2006):
“For me, the failure of inheritance does not mean that we have nothing to follow, but 
rather it can open up worlds by providing a different angle on “what” is inherited. I 
remember the affects of being mixed, as an affective experience of being between my 
parents and yet not quite reaching both side.2” 
2. Ahmed, Sarah, Queer Phenomenology, Orientations, Objects, Others, Duke University Press, Durham and London, 
2006, pg 144 
3. Ahmed, Sara, Queer Phenomenology, Orientations, Objects, Others, Duke University Press, Durham and London, 
2006, pg 145
4. “The horizon is what is “around” as the body does its work.” pg 55, Ahmed, Sara, Queer Phenomenology, 
Orientations, Objects, Others, Duke University Press, Durham and London, 2006
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Ahmed, a Queer mixed-race woman with a white English mother and a Pakistani father, 
speaks of yearning for the experience of whiteness she will never possess or fully inhabit. 
This is not something I have experienced, as I easily move through the world with white 
privilege. However Ahmed’s sense of “in-betweeness” resonates and helps me articulate an 
experience of multiplicity. The experience of having more than one racial line to follow while 
not being able to follow or fully inhabit any of them.
Ahmed continues this thought of an experiential subjective identity, writing: 
‘The relationship between identification - wanting to be “like” - and alliance formation - who 
one sides with - is crucial. For me, a question that remains to be asked is: How does what I 
take to be “mine” make “me” in relation to “you”?3  
Ahmed thinks of identity as ‘orienting’ a body, and having your horizon or viewpoint set 
accordingly from where you are situated4. Though I had friends who were not white, I didn’t 
know other mixed-race kids growing up in Nova Scotia except for my sister and cousins (who 
live in Japan), and so it is still a big deal for me, into my thirties, to witness my mixed-race 
experience articulated in print by Ahmed. The longing and yearning belongs to both sides of 
my family, leaving a continuous desire to see myself and my sister reflected back.  
7
Nurse Sparrow, Sex, and The Fish Market
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Sex has never been easy for me. And I have never been in love. I don’t think. Though 
my work sometimes includes more than one body, it is not often about a mutual 
experience of sex. Rather it’s about examining my response, my narrative, and the 
power dynamics I am experiencing.  Sex is explored as an autonomous action,
through the lens of auto-erotic experience. My work dealing with sex is not meant to 
be conventionally erotic, or romantic. Nor does it concentrate on the “other” person as 
the love object rather it focuses on the part they have played in the power dynamic I 






















In 2017, I performed thirty minutes of surgical prepping on a woman in a gallery window 
on the corner of Broadway and 10th Street. She was dressed in my clothes, standing 
in front of a live video feed that was projected onto a sheet of canvas. The canvas was 
hung on the inside of one of the two street facing windows where the performance took 
place. Passersby could only see the performance through these windows. During the 
thirty-minute prepping done to the woman’s projected figure on the canvas “screen,” I 
washed her figure, dried and shaved her body, and eventually cut and stitched her up. If 
the woman being prepped turned her head to look at her projected body, she could see 




Film stills from documentation of performance: Prepping for Surgery, 2017, 80WSE Gallery, NYC
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Through the performance, I tried to create a dissociative experience between me 
prepping the woman’s projected body and the woman’s experience of herself through 
emotion or empathy rather than a physical experience of touch. The woman’s autonomy 
and control during the performance was limited to her decision whether to watch or not. 
Recently someone told me they were surprised to hear that shame is a present emotion 
within my work. Perhaps they had mistaken me for a Tracey Emin-esque bad girl 
making work about sex, a narrative I have no interest in. How to represent shame and 
humour while taking ownership of my own narratives is an ongoing question.
Studio shot, speculum, 2018
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In my life, sex and the medical industry seem to go hand-in-hand. I have had 
anxiety and pain around sex, and issues with perceived loss of control during these 
experiences. I have owned a few speculums over the years, but only recently I 
have started to use them in my work; incorporating imagery of dildos, vibrators and 
speculums as tools with multiple purposes including medical, self-care, and pleasure, in 






In Penis Mirror, the image centres on a woman looking at her reflection in a large phal-
lus, teasing her reflected self by sticking out her tongue. At the same time, she is check-
ing (or fucking) her own genitals while wearing blue sterile medical gloves, for safety 
and for style. The erasable graphite, the watercolour and sumi ink washes layered onto 
the skin-like paper surface combined with the transparent, overlaying bodies described 
through broken lines speak to impermanence. There are too many legs and arms for 
one single figure therefore the overlapping and intersecting drawing appears to describe 
a passage of time. Then, the bodies become one body, and within the same image we 
watch her go through different emotions, and actions simultaneously.
Penis Mirror, 5.5 x 5 feet, Sumi ink and watercolour on watercolour paper 2017
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To Animate Object, or to Inanimate Object 
Through the speculum, through the dildo, through infusing meaning and metaphor into 
objects, I use the medium of animation to add another layer of time and experience. 
I use traditional and non-traditional methods to animate my drawings, such as an 
overhead projector and stop-motion animation. 
In the animation titled “ON”, a morphing, floppy vibrator/dildo becomes a visual pun on 
the eggplant emoji (it’s also the same colour as my vibrator at home). The ON switch 
seems to become a kind of voice — “nonono,” “ononon,” “o no” and “on” — subtly 
playing with ideas of arousal and consent. The objects move and transform through fluid 





The animations provide another way for the viewer to think about the physical 
materiality of the drawing medium, the passing of time within a narrative, and the artist’s 
body in relation to the process. “Penis Petri Dish,” an animation created through use 
of the overhead projector, allows all the fingers, drawn and projected, to create a new 
reality of size and scale within a petri dish. The conversation is about their relationship 
between the obvious shadow of projected human fingers and unrealistic, microscopic 
penis organism inside the petri dish. “Penis Petri Dish” references camera recordings of 
bacteria growth in petri dishes as viewed through microscopes.
Stills from “ON (floppy vibrator)” 2017, hand drawn animation
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Momotaro: Becoming and Imagining 
I grew up hearing a Japanese folklore story from the Edo period (1603 and 1868) called 
Momotaro, or Peach Boy. In the story, a childless old couple struggle to farm and sub-
sist on their land because their bodies are aging. One day, while the woman is washing 
their clothes in the river, a huge peach comes bobbing towards her. She fishes it out of 
the water and, carrying the huge fruit, runs to show her husband their delicious lunch. 
When she cuts the massive peach open there is a fully-formed baby boy inside — a son 
sent to help them farm the land.
Penis Petri Dish, film still, animation, 2017
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Photos taken in the Momotaro Karakuri Museum, Kurashiki, Japan, 2018
My bachan, Matsuko Mihara, grew up on her family’s mikan farm in a small suburb of 
Hiroshima before the atomic bomb. The details of what happened to her after the bomb 
are mysterious and shifting. We know that she evacuated Hiroshima and went to live in 
a cave in the mountains, in an unspecified place for an indeterminate amount of time. 
We think there was emergency surgery on her gall bladder (she’s not sure), performed 
without proper equipment and medicine while she was living in the caves. Her stories 
have been re-told and facts mis-remembered. No one really knows anymore where the 
Mihara’s tangerine farm was on the island of Suo-Oshima. It exists for the moment only 
19
 in our imaginations. In my mind the farm is place where new families with seemingly 
unimaginable beginnings — be they magic orange-coloured fruit or rebellious unions — 
can be conceived. 
20
Uranium
Matsuko is surrounded by water. She is bathing people in the seven rivers of Hiroshima 
to cool their burning skin. It is after the bomb. 
Thirty years later her son Michael, age 26, lives in northern Canada and works in a 
uranium mining town. Uranium is one of the key ingredients in the Atomic Bomb.
Michael works as a chef’s assistant. The town is called Uranium City. A couple of his 
buddies steal a stick of dynamite from the mine. They drive and drive. They’re already in 
the middle of nowhere. They find a deserted lake. One of them has a camera.
Michael is surrounded by water. The lake is frozen and he stands in the middle of it. They 
take turns to pose with the stick of lit dynamite.
I google “how dangerous is dynamite” and “how long until it explodes”. 
The family has made it through two explosions so far, and I wonder when it will be my turn 




1. Relating to a transitional or initial stage of a process
2. Occupying a position at, or on both sides of, a boundary or threshold
Sarah Jones looks bored and tired. She is naked and sitting on the couch, waiting for 
someone to text her back, waiting for a feeling to pass through her. She is holding a 
plant over/in front of her genitals. This plant is being thrust towards the viewer. There is 
a cat with two tails. The cat is swiping lightly at a plant behind the couch. 
Sarah Jones, a point of view about the future, drawing on paper, 4.5 x 5.5 feet, 2016
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This cat is also being touched by a large cactus plant sitting on the couch beside Sarah 
Jones. The plant is bleeding period blood onto the couch. There is a long, hairy ponytail 
coming from Sarah Jones’ head, and it is falling behind and under the couch. There is a 
large air conditioner unit above her head on full blast. It is hot / summer time.
The cat with two tails refers to the Nekomata, a split-tailed domestic cat in Japanese 
folklore also known as the “again cat” or forked cat. When old enough, the cat turns 
into a demon and leaves its domestic home. It feeds on humans and human corpses. 
In the drawing, the plants are both living phalluses and corpses. Everything around 
Sarah Jones’ body is leaking, changing, moving, and standing in for multiple objects and 
references within the same image.
Sarah Jones was the beginning of new territory for me. Through this drawing I started 
using images of nature and animals to explore parts of my narrative and sexuality 
through their actions and transformations. Sarah Jones revealed to me how I, as the 
artist, control the subtle blurring of boundaries between body and couch, between line 
and colour, between root and plant. The plant and animal world can echo our own bodily 
functions and desires. There is power in liminal spaces, and I am learning how to be 
precise in my loud ambiguity.
Ambiguity has become part of my content, the not-having answers. The questions I 
struggle with in my own identity and experiences, are the questions I continue to explore 
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through my work. Imagining what strength and rebellion look like. What is the 
necessary volume and method for deliverance? Is the opposite of “passive” necessarily 
“aggressive”?
HA. HA. HA. 
Sex and Humour and How I Became Infatuated with Flatulence
Japanese Ukiyo-e prints often humorously depict sex and gender roles in their 
narratives. Artists frequently approach bodies in a way that ignores scale, envisioning 
genitals that tower as large as tree trunks (guess which genitals I am talking about now!) 
or, as in the image below, monster vaginas with mouths and bulging eyes that dwarf the 
shrieking male figures.
Signatures: Kyosai, Kaikyojin, and Hizatsugi, “Owarai (Loud Laughter)”, before 1871, series of 12
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The humour and grotesque bodies depicted within the explicit prints and paintings from 
Edo era Japan open up a conversation around sex and bodily functions that I want to 
bring an alternative Queer perspective into. Two examples below show flatulence being 
used by different artists from the Edo period, and the emergence of the term “fart battle”, 
He-gassen or hõhi gassen in Japanese.













These “fart battles” have been found in prints and scrolls dating back to Medieval 
Japan5. The early scrolls were copied and circulated with Edo era’s Ukiyo-e and Shunga 
(erotic) prints. 
Kachi-e emaki, an earlier example of a fart battle, is written about by Akiko Yano in 
“Historiography of the “Phallic Contest” Handscroll in Japanese Art. On page 68, Yano 
writes that the “stories related to farting tend to be funny and light-hearted.” Yano also 
references Persels and Ganim’s discussion on scatology, saying that “This treatment 
of the subject may be regarded as scatological. Nevertheless, whereas early modern 
Western scatology in literature and visual art tends to point to a specific object to 
criticize, in the case of the hõhi gassen, its critical intention is not obvious”6. In this 
writing on the early depictions and uses of hõhi gassen in Japanese art, it isn’t clear to 
what end the farts are being used as a critical tool.
5. Yano, Akiko, Historiography of the “Phallic Contest” Handscroll in Japanese Art, Japan Review, No. 26, Shunga: Sex and Humor 
in Japanese Art and Literature (2013), pp. 59-82, International Research Centre for Japanese Studies, National Institute for the 
Humanities, 2013 
6. Yano, Akiko, Historiography of the “Phallic Contest” Handscroll in Japanese Art, Japan Review, No. 26, Shunga: Sex and Humor 
in Japanese Art and Literature (2013), pp. 59-82, International Research Centre for Japanese Studies, National Institute for the 
Humanities, 2013
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I am COMPLETELY surprised at myself with how much I am drawn in by this airy 
fart humour. I have never thought farts were funny, and only a cheap ploy for laughs. 
However, I will begrudgingly admit, I am completely infatuated with flatulence now. 
In this small drawing on paper, I am beginning to explore new forms and stories for 
the “fart” to hold. These farts, unlike of the battles originally depicted in Edo period 
Japanese prints, signal more of a team effort, if you will. A thought bubble, a cloud, a 
loud bodily yell enacted between sisters that live with bowel and intestinal issues, and 
definitely a shared joke that the two women are in on together. The un-answerable 
question so far: What are the sisters farting at?
never were there such devoted sisters, watercolour and ink drawing on paper, 11 x 8 inches, 2018
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Every time I Had a Bad Day I Bought A Face Mask, Till I Was Broke. 
But Then I Used It For Thesis.
Noh theatre, a traditional form of Japanese theatre, was originally performed only by 
men. The gendered roles of women and men alike were played by male actors wearing 
masks that depicted young, old, male, female. Portrayal of gender within Noh is a fluid 
and performative as the actors switch genders and roles within the same story. Women 
actors weren’t allowed to participate in Noh until shortly after WWII. Since that time, 
the genre has slowly given women access to all the roles and rituals surrounding the 
performance.
Images taken from The Noh Theater: Principles and Perspective
pg. 228,  Komparu, Kunio, Weatherhill/Tankosha, (translation), 1983, New York, Tokyo, Kyoto
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The expression “like a Noh mask” is used to describe the “impassive face of a beautiful 
woman.”9 Though the face may appear at first to be expressionless, this is a superficial 
reading on the masks. There are patterns of movement within Noh theatre that express 
emotions (for example, angling the mask up, angling down, moving quickly side to side) 
and it can “mystically take on an infinite variety of expressions…The basic quality of the 
Noh mask’s expression should be interpreted not as passive “neutral” but rather as an 
active “infinite.”10
In my drawing, “Noh Face, long night,” the composition of rooms and panels in 
reference that of a Japanese woodblock print. I am interested in gender performativity 
and the rituals around it, including representing different forms of self-care. 
Noh Face, long night, 4.5 x 8 feet, mixed media drawing on watercolour paper, 2017
9. Komparu, Kunio, The Noh Theater: Principles and Perspectives , pg 229,  Weatherhill/Tankosha, (translation), 
1983, New York, Tokyo, Kyoto
10. Komparu, Kunio, The Noh Theater: Principles and Perspectives , pg 229,  Weatherhill/Tankosha, (translation), 
1983, New York, Tokyo, Kyoto
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The title plays with the relationship between the white of a skin care hydrating mask, 
the white masked face of a Noh theatre performer, and my own white-looking mixed-
race Japanese skin. The woman on the far left is also wearing a shirt with an image of a 
broken Japanese flag (the Rising Sun).
While echoing Japanese manga, the comic panels in my work signal the separation of 
space within architecture as well as a metaphoric divide to depicting the passage of 
time.
Audience of One?
And How Can I Enjoy The Art If He Made It
Written by Sei Shonago, a lady-in-waiting during the Heian-era (990s - early 1000s), 
The Pillow Book is a written record of unconnected thoughts and details from her daily 
life. In “Re-Gendering a Classic: “The Pillow Book” for Early Modern Female Readers,” 
Gergana Ivanova writes about how this early text, though at first intended to be private 
and for only the author herself, was discovered and became used and distributed as an 
informational text for other women throughout the following Edo era in Japan11.
11.  Ivanova, Gergana, Re-Gendering a Classic: “The Pillow Book” for Early Modern Female Readers, Japanese 
Language and Literature, Vol. 50, No. 1 (April 2016), pp. 105-154, Pub. American Association of Teachers of 
Japanese, 2016
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It is significant for me that The Pillow Book was made by a woman and facilitated a 
female audience. Ivanova explains that three different illustrated adaptations were 
created (illustrated by male artists) between 1741 and 1818. The new overlays of 
interpretation diffuse and complicate a book that was originally intended to be an 
intimate text, giving it a separate and public life.
When viewing work from all eras, I have run into the conflict of intended audience vs the 
maker, and the experience of disappointment when I am unable to separate the image 
from the politics of who created it. This crosses into issues of representations of gender, 
sex, and race. I find I am unwilling to let myself forget the orientation of a piece of work 
or artist. 
The print titled “Women Using a Dildo” was included in an exhibition I saw at the Japan 
Society in New York during Spring 2017. The text that fills the negative space around 
the bodies is a dialogue about the sexual insatiability of the partners. It is a conversation 
between the women, ladies-in-waiting in a feudal lord’s inner chambers (where no men 
were allowed). The lacquer box holds the fresh tissues to wipe up any bodily liquids 
during and after sex. The text between the two women reads: 
 
“Like at night, after this let me get on top.”
“Come, come, hurry and stick it in me. We’ve been doing you so far - I feel like I’m going 
to come even before you put it in“
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“I’ve only come twice-it’s not enough. Please let me have it again afterwards.” 
The wall text in the exhibit beside this print explains that it is difficult to know the true 
experience of women depicted in art because the women in Edo Japan are “almost 
always represented, visually and verbally, by male artists - women’s own accounts are 
rarely preserved.”12  The women’s relaxed, awkward and unflattering positions, as well 
as the crumpled used “secretion” tissues littered around, describe a weird, un-erotic 
moment of sex
 12. A Third Gender: Beautiful Youths in Japanese Prints, exhibition at The Japan Society, New York, March 10—June 11, 2017
Unidentified artist, “Women Using a Dildo” (c. early 1800s) included in A Third Gender: Beautiful Youths in Japanese 
Prints, exhibition at The Japan Society, New York, March 10—June 11, 2017
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My contemporary dilemma becomes one of how to continue, ignore, or respond 
to this conversation of sex initiated by men but that still speaks to me. Thinking 
about both of these works, their audience, and their makers, leads me to reflect on 
Harmony Hammond’s questions addressed to the reader in Lesbian Art in America: A 
Contemporary History: 
“Is lesbian art any and all art made by lesbians regardless of subject matter? Or just that 
which “looks” lesbian? Who decides what looks lesbian? What role do stereotypes play 
as visual signifiers of gender, sexuality, and race?...If work by a lesbian subject matter is 
viewed by a straight man who gets off on it, is it still lesbian?13” 
 
Hammond’s questions hit me close to home. When thinking about queer identity in 
relation to work, how much of that identity can be projected regardless of the identity 
of the artist? Who am I in relation to who my intended audience is? My work is not 
intended for cis-gendered straight men; I am not concerned with their viewing pleasure 
or their comfort level. But once something is out in the world, once something is not for 
an intended audience of one, I have no choice but to give up a little control over who 
sees the work and how they experience it. Sometimes it is worth sharing “Dear Diary” in 
the hopes someone is able to witness their own story and experience reflected back to 
them. 
13.  Hammond, Harmony, Lesbian Art in America: A Contemporary History, Rizzoli International Publication, 2000, New York
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This paper is a letter and invitation to mixed-race queers; 
I think about you all the time even though we haven’t met yet.
34
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compressed charcoal on watercolour paper, medical screen with handmade 
Japanese paper panel, pink thread, 2018
5) The Exam // Hello, Telephone, (screen slit detail), 84 inches x 71 inches 
(drawing), 70 inches x 81 inches approx (screen), graphite, sumi ink, and 
compressed charcoal on watercolour paper, medical screen with handmade 
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Title and Description 
6) The Exam // Hello, Telephone, (install shot without screen), 84 inches x 71 
inches (drawing), 70 inches x 81 inches approx (screen), graphite, sumi ink, and 
compressed charcoal on watercolour paper, medical screen with handmade 
Japanese paper panel, pink thread, 2018
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